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peed at the point-of-sale is critical to
any bar’s success ... and when it comes
to speed, we exceed the limit. Digital
Dining’s bar screen displays 48 “top sellers,”
the items which typically account for over
80% of sales.
“Fast-Cash” sales couldn’t be quicker: Tap the
drink items, the Cash button, and you’re done.
Opening new tabs is just as simple: Tap the
drink items, then the New Tab button, and
the POS automatically creates a tab number.
You can manually enter a customer’s name
with a new tab. Using our pre-authorization
feature, you can create a new tab by simply
swiping a credit card. Later, when searching
for a customer’s tab, you can sort open tabs
with customer names by alphabetical order.

Double Any Drink
With only one touch, the bartender can
change a drink to a double. The POS
automatically adjusts the item’s pricing
and calculates the inventory reduction
according to the drink’s size.

Casino Font
You can set the bartender’s POS to use a
large sales total display, which can assist
customer, secret shopper and
management auditing.

Happy Hour Pricing
The POS can automatically change menu
item prices based on the time or day for
happy hour, entertainment, or other
promotions. The POS can make up to 9
price changes per day.

Drink Recipes
The POS can display and print drink recipes,
which can help inexperienced bartenders
prepare uncommonly ordered drinks. This
also makes a great PR tool for customers
who request recipes for popular drinks or
house specialties.

Quick Tab Transfer
Incoming bartender’s can pick up all open
tabs from an outgoing bartender with a
single touch. A bartender can also transfer
one or more bar tabs to a server.

Blind Drops
You can ensure staff integrity by forcing
bartenders to account for the cash in their
drawers by performing “blind drops”
without a target total. These drops are
included in POS reports, which managers
can later use to reconcile their bartender’s
cash drawers.
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Benefits

Round Reorder

Use the Reorder button on the
POS screen to reorder whole
rounds of drinks to specific seat
positions in the bar. With a single
tap, the Reorder button allows
you to order the correct drinks
(with their modifiers) as often
as necessary.

PCI Compliant

Digital Dining fully complies with
PCI standards to better safeguard customers’ credit card
data and protect owners against
fraud and cardholder litigation.

Handheld POS
with Card Swipes
and Belt Printers

With the Handheld POS, servers
can send orders to the kitchen
and bar without ever leaving the
dining area. They can also perform credit card transactions at
the table, never removing the
card from the customer’s sight.

Hide / Verify Card

After verifying a card, the POS
hides the card from the Open
Tab screen to minimize screen
clutter. At the end of the night,
bartenders can easily adjust the
tabs for tips and then close them.

Frequent Dining

With Frequent Dining, you can
track repeat customers by sales,
interest, groups and hobbies.
Servers can identify valuable
customers when they walk in.

